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Wittgenstein says the following. The difficulty in which thinking stands compares with a man in a 

room, from which he wants to get out. At first, he attempts to get out through the window, but it is 

too high for him. Then he attempts to get out through the chimney, which is too narrow for him. If he 

simply turned around, he would see that the door was open all along – Martin Heidegger1 

 

 
 

Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason is a central text for the understanding of Heidegger’s work   

as it develops in the 1920s, and especially for the understanding of Being and Time. It is   

also a key text for any inquiry into topology and the topological – and this is so even in 

relation to the appearance of these concepts in Heidegger and in spite of the way in which 

Heidegger’s own apparent shift away from Kant is itself tied to the rise of topological 

themes as explicit elements in Heidegger’s thinking. Indeed, one might argue that just as 

the passage through being and Time is a necessary stage on the way to the explicit 

topology of the later Heidegger, so is the passage through Kant’s thinking of the 

transcendental a necessary stage on the way to any adequate thinking of topology as    

such. It is that stage on the way, or at least its basic direction, that is marked out here. 

By Kant’s own account, and in accord with Heidegger’s reading, the Critique of   
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Pure Reason is a work, not of epistemology, but of ontology. Indeed, Kant claimed that 

ontology was itself “the science that comprises a system of all concepts and principles of 

understanding, but only insofar as these extend to objects given by the senses and can, 

therefore, be justified by experience” adding that “ontology is the porch or entry way of 

metaphysics proper and will be called transcendental philosophy because it contains the 

conditions and elements of our a priori knowledge.”2 The idea that ontology and 

“transcendental philosophy” are one and the same is echoed by the early Heidegger, “We 

can also call the science of being, as critical science, transcendental science”,3 although 

Heidegger suggests that in his own appropriation of the idea of the transcendental he is 

taking up the idea in “its original sense and true tendency, perhaps still concealed from 

Kant”.4 Certainly the idea of the transcendental undergoes something of a transformation 

in Heidegger’s work as it develops during the 1920s, for there we find the transcendental 

tied closely, not only to ontology, but to phenomenology and to hermeneutics (and in a 

way that also presages later topological conceptions). In the methodological preliminaries 

to Being and Time Heidegger interweaves the notions of ontology, phenomenology, the 

hermeneutical and the transcendental. “Only as phenomenology” declares Heidegger “is 

ontology possible.”5 In its turn the meaning of phenomenology as a method is said to lie   

in interpretation so that “the λογος of the phenomenology of Dasein has the character of   

a φαινομηνα”6  while phenomenological truth is itself asserted to be identical  with  

“veritas transcendentalis.”7 According to Heidegger transcendental truth and 

phenomenological truth are one and the same. 

Heidegger’s hermeneutic transformation of philosophy in his work of the 1920s is 
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in sharp contrast with much of the preceding philosophical tradition. Yet the 

Heideggerian project, particularly in its early form, and especially its rethinking of the 

notions of ontology, phenomenology, and the transcendental, represents, in many 

respects, a direct continuation of the original Kantian project in the Critique of Pure Reason 

— as Heidegger himself acknowledged. Indeed, Kant’s own work involved a major 

transformation in the very idea of philosophy; a transformation that was brought about 

through the idea of the transcendental as both a method for, and an object of, 

philosophical inquiry, and that was also characterized by the deployment of a set of 

topographical or geographical ideas and images. 

The idea of the transcendental itself has, however, received relatively little 

discussion in most English-speaking philosophical literature, and the term is one that has 

been regarded with suspicion in many philosophical circles. Such suspicion has often 

centered on the idea of transcendental argument in particular,8 yet arguments claiming to 

be transcendental have been deployed by a number of philosophers from Norman 

Malcolm (and implicitly Wittgenstein) through to Strawson, Putnam, Davidson and 

Habermas. The continued appearance of such arguments, notwithstanding the amount of 

critical attention they have received, is itself an indication of the significance of the idea of 

the transcendental. 

This paper will attempt to take up the issue of transcendental argument anew and 

from a slightly different perspective than is usually adopted — a perspective that will 

encompass both the Heideggerian appropriation of the transcendental as well as the 

original Kantian employment of the term. The main focus of discussion will be the apparent  
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circularity, not  merely of transcendental argument, but of transcendental inquiry as such. 

Such circularity will be taken as presenting, not so much as a problem for the 

transcendental, as an indication of its essential structure, and of the nature of what Kant 

called “transcendental philosophy,” or, more simply, ontology. 

 

 

II. “Philosophical knowledge,” according to Kant, “is the knowledge gained by reason from 

concepts”.9 Yet not all philosophical knowledge is of quite the same kind. Transcendental 

knowledge, for instance, which Kant famously characterized as that which is occupied 

“not so much with objects as with the mode of our knowledge of objects in so far as this 

mode of knowledge is possible a priori ”10 is arrived at through a form of reasoning that 

Kant saw as quite distinctive. Such knowledge is not concerned “with analytic 

propositions, which can be produced by mere analysis of concepts ... but with synthetic 

propositions, and indeed with those synthetic propositions that can be known a priori.”11
 

That Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason is itself a work which, in an analogous sense, forms  

part of a ‘transcendental philosophy’12 is clear from Kant’s own statement of the general 

problem with which the Critique is concerned: the problem contained in the question  

‘How are a priori synthetic judgments possible?’13 The idea of the synthetic a priori does 

not, however, merely designate the particular form of judgment that is the main focus of 

interest in the first Critique it is also part of the concept of transcendental knowledge and 

so can be taken as characterizing the very project of the Critique itself. What the Critique 

delivers is itself synthetic a priori knowledge, and the mode of reasoning that is 

employed to deliver such knowledge is a form of transcendental reasoning. It is not just that 
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such reasoning, and the proofs it gives rise to, is distinguished from other forms of reasoning 

by its concern with “the mode of our knowledge of objects ... in so far as this is possible a 

priori”, but that such reasoning also has a particular structure of its own. Thus Kant 

comments that: 

 
What distinguishes the proofs of transcendental synthetic propositions from all  other  proofs which yield an 

a priori synthetic knowledge is that, in the case of the former, reason may not apply itself directly to the  

object, but must first establish the objective validity of the concepts and the possibility of their a priori 

synthesis. This rule is not made necessary merely by considerations of prudence, but is essential to the very 

possibility of the proofs themselves ... If I am to pass a priori beyond the concept of an object, I can do so    

only with the help of some special guidance, supplied from outside this concept... In transcendental 

knowledge, so long as we are concerned only with the concepts of the understanding our guide is the 

possibility of experience. Such proof does not show that the given concept (for instance, of that which 

happens) leads directly to another concept (that of cause); for such a transition would be a saltus which    

could not be justified. The proof proceeds by showing that experience itself, and therefore the object of 

experience, would be impossible without a connection of this kind.14 

 
So we arrive at what most will recognize as that form of philosophical reasoning which 

goes by the name of ‘transcendental argument’; a form of reasoning that proceeds from 

the fact of experience to the necessary conditions on which the possibility of such 

experience rests. 

Such a conception of transcendental argument, while it is in Kant expressly tied up 

with the idea of the synthetic a priori can clearly be understood in a way that need not rely 

on that notion nor on any possibly dubious distinction between analytic and synthetic 

judgments. The idea of the transcendental is the idea of that which can be understood to 
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ground experience – that is to explain its nature and possibility – but which can only be 

understood through experience. In turn transcendental argument is that method of proof 

which attempts to demonstrate the necessary ground of experience (at least as Kant 

understands matters), but which can only proceed by reference to experience itself. Such a 

characterization of the idea of the transcendental and of the method of argument associated 

with it is a fairly conventional one; it is not inaccurate, but it represents only the starting 

point for any inquiry into the nature of transcendental as such. 

It is often pointed out that Kant himself took the transcendental to refer us back to 

the constituting power of transcendental subjectivity as the ground for experience and 

knowledge,15 and this may in turn be taken to suggest that transcendental arguments 

should be characterised by reference to the idea of the self-constituting subject rather than 

by reference to any circularity of structure. Such a reading may be seen as also supporting 

the widespread tendency to think of transcendental thinking as inherently given over to a 

form of subjectivism  – in keeping with Heidegger’s later criticism of the Kantian project  

as well as of the Kantian elements in his own early thinking. Certainly there are times 

when Kant is explicit in taking the transcendental ground of experience to lie in the  

subject, and in presenting a view of transcendental philosophy as characterized by 

reference to the self-constitution of subjectivity. Thus in the Opus Postumum, he writes 

that “[t]ranscendental philosophy is the capacity of the self-determining subject to 

constitute itself as given in intuition.”16 This way of understanding transcendental 

philosophy is nevertheless not independent of the idea of the transcendental as concerned 

with the question of the possibility of experience and with the attempt to ground 
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experience (or knowledge) by reference to experience itself. Moreover Kant’s insistence 

that the notion of the self-constituting subject lies at the heart of transcendental 

philosophy can be related directly to a conception of transcendental philosophy as 

concerned with the elaboration of the self-constituting structure of experience or 

knowledge – as concerned with the ‘internal’ unity (or ‘internal connectedness’) of 

experience. And in Kant this results in a tying together of the problem of the unity of 

experience with the problem of the unity of subjectivity. 

Yet although one might acknowledge that the idea of knowledge as grounded in 

transcendental subjectivity is an idea to which Kant is led by a process of ‘transcendental’ 

reasoning, still, that it does lead in such a direction is not in itself sufficient to warrant the 

characterization of such reasoning as transcendental. Indeed, to treat transcendental 

philosophy as always leading back to a transcendental subject would be to identify Kant’s 

particular view of the conclusions that must be reached by such argument with what is 

essential to the argument as such, and one might expect some independent reasons to be 

forthcoming before such an identification was even prima facie acceptable. Certainly there  

is a general tendency to characterize transcendental arguments in terms of their 

conclusions or supposed aims. To cite a particularly important instance, it is often taken  

for granted that transcendental arguments are characteristically arguments designed to 

refute the epistemological skeptic. So John Kekes, for example, states that “transcendental 

arguments are the Kantian ways of meeting the skeptical challenge.”17 Transcendental 

arguments may well have anti-skeptical consequences, and may well, in some instances, 

be designed to reply to particular skeptical claims, but to take such arguments as 
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characterized by their anti-skeptical consequences would once again be to take those 

arguments as characterized by their conclusions rather than their particular structure. (It 

might also lead us to ignore the close connection between the transcendental project and 

some elements in the skeptical position itself.) In fact it is what we might call the  

‘synthetic a priori structure of transcendental arguments and not the conclusions to which 

those arguments may lead — whether concerning subjectivity or skepticism — that Kant 

himself presents as marking such arguments off from other forms of proof. 

It is, in fact, the synthetic a priori structure of transcendental reasoning that leads 

directly to a form of circularity in the transcendental project that seems to lie at the very 

heart of that project. Moreover it is a circularity that Kant himself seems to recognize. Of 

the principle that ‘every event has a cause’ Kant notes that it can be proven with 

‘apodeictic certainty’, and yet, “though it needs proof, it should be entitled a principle, not 

a theorem, because it has the peculiar character that it makes possible the very experience 

which is its own ground of proof, and that in this experience it must always be 

presupposed.”18 Here Kant draws our attention once again to the basic structure of 

transcendental reasoning as a form of demonstration that aims to exhibit the basic 

principles on which experience must rest (principles such as ‘that every event has a   

cause’) and which proceeds, not through concepts alone, but through the connecting of 

concepts in relation to experience, that is, through a structure that is itself an instance of 

the synthetic a priori and which, in so far as it makes possible the very experience which is 

its own ground of proof,” is itself essentially circular. 

In a discussion that addresses, not only the idea of transcendental argument in 
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Kant, but also transcendental reasoning in philosophers such as Wittgenstein and Quine, 

Rudiger Bubner takes a form of circularity that is very close to that identified by Kant, but 

which he addresses under the idea of ‘self-referentiality’, as in fact the characteristic 

feature of transcendental reasoning as such. Bubner writes that “knowledge which is  

called transcendental takes as its object, together with the general conditions of  

knowledge, the conditions of its own genesis and functioning.”19 Bubner thus treats 

transcendental arguments as having an  essentially self-referential structure in  so  far as 

the conditions into which they inquire are the conditions that make possible, among other 

things, the operation of the arguments themselves. And such self-referentiality may be 

seen to imply a concomitant circularity of argument, since transcendental arguments 

appear to presuppose in their premises what they also purport to demonstrate in their 

conclusions: only if the conditions at stake in a transcendental argument actually obtain 

can the argument proceed, yet the argument is itself directed at showing that those 

conditions do obtain.20 Thus Jaakko Hintikka claims that in a transcendental argument 

“the conclusion (the possibility of certain conceptual practices) is arrived at by reasoning 

which itself relies on those practices. The conclusion makes possible the very argument    

by means of which it is established.”21 Of course, circularity of argument, according to 

which the truth of the conclusion is already presupposed by the truth of the premises or 

the conclusion itself figures as a premise, is numbered among the informal fallacies of 

argument. It would seem, then, that if transcendental reasoning is essentially circular in 

this sense, such reasoning is also essentially flawed. In fact, that transcendental 

arguments beg the question that they purport to address is a common objection to such 
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arguments. Consequently, a large part of Stephan Körner’s case against transcendental 

deductions is that such deductions are either impossible or else are instances of circular 

argument while Moltke S. Gram argues similarly that transcendental arguments are 

fallacious on the grounds that they already presuppose, in their premises, what they 

purport to demonstrate in their conclusions.22
 

Neither Bubner nor Hintikka, however, nor indeed Kant himself, take the  

circularity of transcendental reasoning as identified by them to constitute a flaw in the 

structure of such reasoning (although Kant, in suggesting that principles such as ‘every 

event has a cause’ are indeed principles and not theorems, may also be taken to be 

suggesting a structure to transcendental reasoning that is other than that of simple 

deductive proof). Indeed, one might take it to be the case that the circularity according to 

which transcendental arguments attempt to exhibit the principles on which they 

themselves rest, is not a circularity in argument at all. It is not that the principles that make 

experience possible, or which ‘make possible’ argument itself (in the sense suggested by 

Bubner and Hintikka), figure as premises in the transcendental forms of argument that 

aim to demonstrate the necessity of those same principles to experience or to the possibility 

of argument. That certain principles are necessary is after all distinct from any 

demonstration or assertion of such necessity. Put another way, we may say that the 

‘ontological’ structure on which the possibility of argument rests is distinct from the 

logical structure of the argument itself. In that case it would seem that the fact that 

transcendental arguments do indeed depend on certain underlying principles, the 

necessity of which they also aim to demonstrate, need not obviously imply any fallacious 
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circularity of argument. 

This is not, however, the end of the story. One of the peculiarities of transcendental 

reasoning is that such reasoning is concerned with, among other things, the conditions of 

its own possibility — this is indeed what is captured by Bubner’s designation of such 

reasoning as having a ‘self-referential’ structure. This point is exemplified in the case of 

Kant’s own transcendental project in the Critique of Pure Reason where the aim of the 

project is to inquire into the possibility of synthetic a priori judgment and yet the project 

itself has a synthetic a priori structure. Consequently although the transcendental inquiry 

is one that aims to uncover the possibility of synthetic a priori judgment, which is both to 

establish that it is possible and how it is possible, in doing so it must also uncover its own 

possibility, for the possibility of the transcendental is one with the possibility of the 

synthetic a priori. Thus, if transcendental reasoning is to avoid logical circularity in its 

method of proceeding, it would seem that it cannot take as its starting point that synthetic 

a priori judgment is possible, for this is part of what is in question, and yet it cannot resort 

to any method of proceeding but a method which is itself synthetic a priori. It seems that 

the appearance of some sort of circularity is unavoidable here, although whether it is 

indeed a circularity that vitiates the possibility of any transcendental mode of procedure 

remains to be seen. Certainly the circularity at issue looks, on the face of it, to be that of a 

petitio principii, since the presupposition of the possibility of a certain sort of knowledge – 

that which is synthetic a priori – seems to be at least implicitly assumed by the inquiry into 

whether such knowledge is in fact possible. Moreover the charge of some such begging of 

the question would seem, in fact, to underlie the objection made so often against Kant, 
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even in his own lifetime, that what remained problematic in his work was how the 

Critical Philosophy could itself be possible; how could critique be possible?23 The problem 

is clear in the very account of philosophical knowledge as “the knowledge gained by reason 

from concepts”. How can reason arrive at such knowledge, when reason is itself  in 

question? How can reason engage in its own critique? So, while one can certainly 

distinguish, and rightly so, between the ontological and logical structure of argument, still 

the question of circularity in transcendental or critical philosophy cannot be evaded. 

 

 

III. Heidegger, as I noted earlier, follows Kant in treating ontology as a transcendental 

project – Being and Time, as an explicitly ontological project, is also a transcendental 

undertaking. And while the problem of circularity in respect of transcendental argument 

as such is not raised explicitly in Heidegger’s work, the issue of circularity in respect of 

the ontological project is the focus for a good deal of discussion. The question that is 

Heidegger’s explicit focus of concern in Being and Time is the question of “the meaning of 

being”,24 and that question, he argues, can only be pursued through an interrogation of  

the being of the particular being that is Dasein.25 Indeed, in this respect Heidegger seems 

to follow a very similar path to Kant: both take the focus of their inquiry to be that finite 

being for whom, as Heidegger emphasizes, being itself can be raised as a question.26
 

Heidegger notes, however, that his inquiry into the question of the meaning of being 

seems already to depend on some prior grasp of that into which inquiry is to be made. The 

relevant passage here is well known: 

 
[To] work out the question of Being adequately, we must first make an entity — the inquirer — transparent  
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in his own Being... Is there not, however, a manifest circularity in such an undertaking? If we must first 

define an entity in its Being and if we want to formulate the question of being only on this basis, what is     

this but going in a circle? In working out our question have we not ‘presupposed’ something which only    

the answer can bring?27 

 
Heidegger explicitly considers and rejects the criticism of circularity here on the grounds 

that such “formal objections ... are always sterile when one is considering concrete ways   

of investigating. When it comes to understanding the matter at hand, they carry no 

weight and keep us from penetrating into the field of study”28, but he then goes on to 

claim that   in fact there is no real circularity in his procedure at all. “It is quite impossible 

for there to be any ‘circular argument’ in formulating the question about the meaning of 

Being” he writes “for in answering this question, the issue is not one of grounding 

something by such a derivation; it is rather one of laying bare the grounds for it and 

exhibiting them.”29
 

It might appear at first as if the ‘circularity’ that concerns Heidegger here is rather 

different from that which Kant notes or which is taken up by Bubner. Heidegger’s 

problem is that we must already have a grasp of being before we can begin our inquiry 

into being, and so we already seem to presuppose that which we seek to provide in the 

course of the inquiry, whereas in Kant what is at issue is the way in which the 

transcendental inquiry is grounded. More careful consideration indicates, however, that 

the Heideggerian problem, and the Kantian, are actually quite closely related, if not 

identical. Certainly in both cases the inquiry that is to be pursued already seems to 

presuppose what the inquiry aims to bring forth, whether that be, as in Kant, the 
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fundamental principles that make experience possible, or, as in Heidegger, the structures 

that constitute the articulation or understanding of being.30 More significantly, for both 

Heidegger and Kant, the very possibility of the projects in which they are engaged is 

itself at stake in their inquiries, even though it must be presupposed by them – here 

indeed is the self-referentiality identified by Bubner. Yet for Heidegger the apparent 

circularity that can be discerned is not peculiar to the inquiry into being or into 

experience. It is rather a feature of inquiry as such. This is made especially clear by the 

fact that Heidegger raises the same question of circularity in his discussion of art in ‘The 

Origin of the Work of Art’. There he comments that: “What art is should be inferable 

from the work. What the work  of art is we can come to know only from the essence of 

art. Anyone can easily see that we are moving in a circle.”31 The circularity that we find in 

the transcendental project thus seems to be a general feature of inquiry as such, and 

Heidegger says as much in Being and Time: “The circle” he notes “belongs to the structure 

of meaning.”32 It is, in fact, an   instance of that more general and, for Heidegger, 

ontological structure, the hermeneutic circle. 

Heidegger is quite explicit in taking his inquiry into the meaning of being as not 

merely a transcendental, but a hermeneutical project — his aim in Being and Time is to 

provide an interpretation of being.33 The notion of the hermeneutical that Heidegger draws 

on in Being and Time is clearly one already established within the German philosophical 

tradition from Schleiermacher to Dilthey. It is often pointed out that with Heidegger the 

notion of the hermeneutical was transformed from a largely methodological notion, a 

notion tied up with the attempt to provide an account of the human or historical sciences 
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in a way that would give them an autonomous status in relation to the sciences of nature, 

to an ontological concept. Yet the idea that being-in-the-world is fundamentally 

interpretive, which is the claim advanced by Heidegger in Being and Time can be seen as a 

clear development out of Dilthey’s view of meaning as the fundamental category in the 

understanding of human life. Heidegger broadens that Diltheyan insight, so that meaning 

becomes the fundamental category of understanding as such. Being and Time is itself an 

attempt to arrive at an understanding of being that is couched in terms of an inquiry into 

the meaning of being, and as such aims to provide an interpretation, a ‘laying out’, of the 

structure of being-in-the-world. And while in Heidegger’s later writings there is a 

significant turn away from meaning towards truth, still the hermeneutical remains a 

characteristic feature of Heidegger’s thinking.34
 

Heidegger characterizes meaning as “that wherein the intelligibility of something 

maintains itself.”35 He takes meaning in this sense to be established through the 

anticipatory character of interpretation according to which something comes into view — 

is able to be grasped —only on the basis of what is already presupposed. Thus, in so far   

as the central question of Being and Time concerns the meaning of being, that question can 

be seen to be directed at uncovering that ‘wherein’ the intelligibility of Being maintains 

itself: “if we are inquiring about the meaning of Being, our investigation does not then 

become a ‘deep’ one [tiefsinnig], nor does it puzzle out what stands behind Being. It asks 

about Being itself in so far as Being enters into the intelligibility of Dasein”.36 The 

uncovering of this ‘wherein’ is precisely a matter of uncovering the fundamental 

prepositional or anticipatory structures (‘fore-structures’) on the basis of which being is 
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understood — which is to say that it is a matter of uncovering the fundamental structures 

that make possible any such uncovering at all. 

The transcendental ‘circularity’ or self-referentiality that Bubner identifies as a 

feature of transcendental argument, and which Kant also notes, seems closely related to  

the ontological-hermeneutic circularity that Heidegger takes as a characteristic feature of 

his own transcendental project and as part of the structure of meaning itself. Of course, 

while hermeneutic circularity is a feature of any inquiry, in so far as inquiry always 

requires that it have some prior conception of its object, such circularity is not generally 

problematic. It is not a problem for the inquiry into art, for instance, that we must already 

have some preliminary conception of art before we can begin the task of inquiring into it. 

Without such a starting point inquiry would not even be possible. Moreover, the starting 

point is itself always open to revision — thus our final view about the nature of art may   

be such as to overturn our original assumptions — and while our initial assumptions may 

indeed provide a starting point and direction for our inquiry, those assumptions need not 

figure, in any untoward fashion, in any ‘proof’ of the conclusions we might reach. In all 

cases, in fact, inquiry follows a structure very much like that which Heidegger speaks of 

as a “remarkable relatedness backwards and forwards” in which our presuppositions 

about the object of inquiry enable the encounter with that object, but in which the 

encounter may itself lead to the modification of our presuppositions. 

The fact that inquiry may possess a necessarily prepositional structure does not 

imply that inquiry involves any necessary circularity of argument. To resort to the 

distinction used in the previous section, the idea of circularity may be one way of 
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capturing the ontological structure of inquiry or of understanding, but this need imply no 

logical circularity. Yet as was also noted previously, there is reason to suppose that 

matters are rather different when it comes to the idea of transcendental inquiry — when it 

comes to the idea of an inquiry into the very possibility of understanding, experience, or 

inquiry itself. What is at stake in such an inquiry (and this is both what makes the inquiry 

transcendental as well as problematic) is the very possibility of the inquiry itself, not 

merely how such an inquiry is possible, but that it is possible at all. Consequently, the 

transcendental inquiry must presuppose its own possibility, while at the same time it 

attempts to inquire into that possibility, even to demonstrate it, and in this respect it 

seems that such inquiry does indeed involve the sort of logical circularity that constitutes   

a begging of the question at issue. 

Yet having recognized some form of circularity here, having identified it as an 

instance of a more general circularity of understanding37 and himself having raised the 

issue of a possible circularity in argument, Heidegger’s solution to the apparent problem 

is to deny that the transcendental-ontological project is a matter of “grounding something 

by ... a derivation.” Instead it is, he says, a matter “of laying bare the grounds ... and 

exhibiting them,”38 and later he comments that “[w]e cannot ever avoid a ‘circular’ proof 

in the existential analytic, because such an analytic does not do any proving at all by the 

rules of the logic of consistency.”39 Rather than take this latter comment as a confession of 

inconsistency, it seems that it should rather be understood as simply a denial that the 

transcendental project is a project that aims to deliver proofs. Immediately, of course, we 

need to be careful. For Kant himself talks of transcendental proofs and the idea of 
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transcendental argument seems well-established. Surely the transcendental project is 

concerned with proofs of some kind? 

In Section 43(a) of Being and Time Heidegger discusses the question “of whether 

there is a world at all and whether its Being can be proved.”40 Such a question, says 

Heidegger, “makes no sense if it is raised by Dasein as Being-in-the-world; and who else 

would raise it?”, and he goes on to argue for a basic confusion in any attempt to ‘prove’  

the reality of the world — even in Kant’s ‘Refutation of Idealism.’ The demand for a proof 

of the external world can only arise, according to Heidegger, from an inadequate 

understanding of Dasein and its relation to the world. “If Dasein is understood correctly” 

says Heidegger, “it defies such proofs, because, in its Being, it already is what subsequent 

proofs deem necessary to demonstrate for it.”41 Here, Heidegger connects the 

impossibility of proof with the same sort of circularity we have already noted as a feature 

of the transcendental project. The attempt to prove Dasein as being-in-the-world is 

doomed to failure since Dasein must already be-in-the-world before such a proof can be 

attempted. Being-in-the-world is already given with any attempted proof of such being. 

Equally it is already given with any attempted disproof. Thus: “A skeptic can no more be 

refuted than the Being of truth can be proved. And if any skeptic of the kind who denies 

the truth, factically is, he does not even need to be refuted.”42  

The transcendental-ontological project is essentially concerned with ‘laying out’ a 

structure that is already present in our being the kinds of beings we are; that is already 

present in the possibility of experience. It does not and cannot ‘prove’ such a structure in 

any unconditional sense, because the articulation of that structure must itself make 
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essential reference to being as already given; to experience as already presented. Taking 

Heidegger as a clue to understanding Kant here, we can now see why, in Kant’s 

specification of the nature of the transcendental, transcendental reasoning is understood 

as operating only with reference to experience and its possibility. It does not operate 

independently of experience even though it is precisely experience that is in question, for  

it is concerned to provide precisely a ‘laying-out’ of the structure within which experience 

is possible – an articulation of that anticipatory ‘fore-structure’ by which meaning is 

established – rather than the derivation of that structure from something independent of  

it. It is indeed properly concerned with ‘principles’ rather than ‘theorems’. And if 

transcendental argument does not provide any ‘unconditional’ proof of its conclusions, 

neither should we imagine that some form of conditional’ proof can be attempted. The 

transcendental project does not take the nature of experience or being or meaning as the 

‘condition’ on the basis of which the existence of certain formal principles or structures is 

deduced; for part of what is at stake in such a project is the very nature of experience, the 

very meaning of being, the very possibility even of inquiry itself. 

The denial that the transcendental project aims at the production of a ‘proof’ or 

logical demonstration, and the associated denial of the possibility of or the need for a 

refutation of skepticism, follows directly from Heidegger’s own hermeneutical 

understanding of ontology and the transcendental. The project of understanding, 

conceived from a hermeneutic standpoint, is not itself primarily concerned with 

derivation or proof (though this may well form part of the overall project), but rather with 

the articulation of a unitary structure within which particular elements can be located and 
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so related to one another and to the whole. Derivation or proof may be possible on the 

basis of such an overall interpretation, and deductive procedures may even be employed 

in arriving at that interpretation, but the interpretation is not as such an axiomatic or 

deductive structure. Thus as Gadamer points out “the objection raised from a logical 

point of view against talk of a ‘hermeneutic circle’ fails to recognize that  this concept 

makes no claim to scientific proof, but presents a logical metaphor, known to rhetoric ever 

since Schleiermacher.”43   An interpretation attempts to exhibit the  underlying unity (or 

the lack of such unity) of that which it interprets. In so doing, one might say, it is also 

involved in providing an account of the meaning of its object. Thus, the critic who 

attempts to ‘interpret’ some dramatic or literary work is concerned to provide us with a 

view of the work as a whole which thereby enables us to integrate the different elements 

within the work and so ‘make sense of’ those elements; the field  linguist who constructs a 

translation manual for a foreign tongue is similarly concerned   to provide a unitary 

structure into which the various linguistic elements that may be encountered (or have 

been encountered already) can be integrated and their meanings assigned. In such cases 

the interpretations that are offered are not proved or logically deduced from some prior 

set of conditions. Such interpretations are justified only in   terms of the extent to which 

they do indeed enable a unified understanding of particular elements, or, as we might 

also say, to the extent that the various elements are indeed rendered in a intelligible 

fashion. In Heidegger the hermeneutic characterization of understanding comes to be 

seen as descriptive, not merely of understanding within the ‘human’ or ‘moral’ sciences, 

but of ontological-philosophical understanding as such. The transcendental-
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hermeneutical task of philosophy is to achieve an articulation of that unified structure 

that is the ground for the possibility of experience, knowledge or being- in-the-world. 

And such articulation can only be achieved from within that which it also grounds — it 

aims, not at ‘proof’ in the usual sense, but a unified understanding of the whole.44
 

 

 

IV. Of course, the denial that transcendental arguments are properly understood as   

aiming at just a strict deductive proof of their conclusions, should not be taken to imply 

that such arguments eschew standard modes of reasoning. As was briefly noted above, 

transcendental inquiry, along with interpretation in general, does indeed make appeal to 

principles of reasoning and argument that are no different from those that are appealed to 

in other contexts. Moreover one might treat the interpretive articulation of a particular 

structure as itself a form of demonstration or proof of that structure or its elements. None 

of this is denied. The claim that transcendental arguments do not aim at ‘proof’ or 

‘derivation’ involves essentially the rejection of any mode of proceeding that looks to 

establish some foundation for experience in something that lies outside of the experiential 

— that looks to derive the structure of experience from that which lies outside of it. 

Transcendental inquiry looks instead to establish a grounding for experience (to locate 

an ‘origin’) in the integral unity of experience and to provide an articulation of that very 

unity. If such articulation is understood to consist in the identification and elaboration of 

certain basic principles (as in Kant) then the validity of those principles is established   

only by reference to their operation within the particular structure of which they are part. 

Thus it is not a matter of demonstrating that the principles in question, or some set of 
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propositions that embody those principles, correspond to or are derivable from some 

independent structure; the principles that are fundamental to experience derive their 

grounding only by reference to experience and not by reference to anything outside of 

experience. 

This feature of transcendental argument seems, however, to have given rise to a 

common objection to transcendental reasoning – an objection that once again may be taken 

to provide an instance of the recurrent theme of circularity – to the effect that such 

reasoning is implicitly verificationist.45 If the primary aim of transcendental argument is 

seen, as most often it is, to be the refutation of skepticism, then it may appear that such 

refutation can only be accomplished by conflating two distinct claims: that the possibility 

of experience or knowledge requires certain propositions to be held true and that those 

same propositions are true. The latter claim is required for the refutation of skepticism, but 

the former, so it is argued, is the most that a transcendental argument can legitimately 

provide. Only the addition of a verificationist premise that denied the distinction at stake 

here, and that tied truth and meaning to the constraints of experience or knowledge, would 

allow anything further to be achieved. But the assumption of such a premise would 

effectively beg the question against the skeptic, since it would be to already assume the 

truth of certain fundamental beliefs or principles when the truth of those beliefs or 

principles is precisely what the skeptic would cast in doubt.46 At this point the charge of 

verificationism turns out, once again, to return us to the problem of circularity. 

Now it should already be evident that the charge of verificationism here, and the 

charge of circularity along with it, must depend on something of a misreading of the 
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character of transcendental argument, and, perhaps also, a misunderstanding of what is  

at stake in such arguments. The claim that transcendental arguments conflate what is a 

requirement of experience with what is true independently of experience depends on the 

assumption that such arguments are indeed concerned with what is true independently 

of experience itself, and to which experience may or may not correspond. But if 

transcendental inquiry is concerned to lay out the structure of experience, then such 

inquiry should not be taken as committed to claims about any realm beyond experience  

or about the relation between experience and such realms — transcendental inquiry is 

addressed to the structure of experience, for it is indeed experience and its possibility (its 

origin and unity) that is in question — and what else, one might ask, could legitimately  

be in question here? 

In fact, the feature of transcendental argument that is at issue corresponds directly 

to an important feature of hermeneutic practice. In reading some text, good interpretive 

procedure would counsel us against trying to try to assess the truth or falsity of claims 

about matters internal to that text by looking outside of it. Whether we are interested in 

some aspect of Lear’s relationship to Cordelia or the overall interpretative framework 

within which the events in King Lear should be set, those questions can only be answered 

by looking to the actual text of the play itself. Outside of the text such questions simply 

lack meaning. More generally, indeed, in attempting to decide between interpretations of 

a text there is nothing to appeal to outside of the text as interpreted. Similarly, where what 

is at issue is a question concerning the nature of experience, there is nothing to appeal to 

beyond experience as it actually presents itself. Even the Kantian distinction between 
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things as they appear and things as they are in themselves does not provide us with a 

way of understanding objects other than as subject to concepts. Insofar as objects are 

objects they are constituted according to the rules of the understanding; insofar as 

experience is experience it is constituted with a certain unitary structure. We may try to 

imagine things as they might be independently of our experience of them, but such 

imaginings do not undermine our understanding of things as experienced. Moreover, only 

by looking to experience itself can we begin to understand the nature of experience, there 

is thus no ‘outside’ to experience that must be taken account of in the understanding of 

experience itself. Similarly, in the case of Lear, even though we find may clues as to how 

to read the play outside the text — in historical events for instance — it is the reality of the 

text itself, and not something outside of it, to which any interpretation must be addressed. 

This emphasis on the character of transcendental reasoning as operating always 

and only with respect to the intrinsic structure of experience rather than anything 

independent of it need not be taken as an example of commitment to any verificationist 

principle. Rather it directs our attention to the way in which interpretation, and the 

claims that may express an interpretation or follow from it, always depend on certain 

preconditions, such that in the absence of those preconditions, not only may there cease 

to be any interpretation to consider, but there may no longer be anything to interpret. 

Transcendental arguments exemplify this interpretive structure — a structure that has 

often been misidentified as verificationist. Yet insofar as this understanding of the 

transcendental commits it to a concern only with of the structure of experience or being- 

in-the-world, and sets aside any concern with what may lie beyond it (assuming that   
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sense can indeed be attached to such a notion), does this not mean that transcendental 

argument cannot address what is really most at issue for us here — the nature of the  

world and the truth of our beliefs — and that transcendental argument is precluded from 

being able to make any sort of reply to the one who would raise doubts in respect of these 

issues, namely the skeptic?47
 

Certainly, it is a mistake to treat transcendental arguments as solely or even 

primarily concerned to refute skepticism, for this almost inevitably leads to a mistaken 

understanding of such arguments. Yet it cannot be entirely correct to say that 

transcendental reasoning has no relevance to the problem of skepticism. Although the 

transcendental project is committed to an approach that is in full agreement with the 

skeptic who denies that there is any possibility of an independent grounding for 

experience, the transcendental project is also committed to an approach that denies that 

such independent grounding is really what is at issue. To understand why this is so we 

need first to recognize that the questions that concern us here – questions of truth and 

falsity – and to which skepticism is, at least in part, a response, are questions that arise 

within experience and with reference to experience. To demand that such questions be 

answered independently of experience and by reference to something outside of it is 

already to have misunderstood the nature of those very questions. It is thus that so many 

responses to skepticism consist in a denial that the skeptical position is coherent. Of 

course, in one sense skepticism is a perfectly coherent position – we can certainly wonder 

whether our current experience of things is not illusory or mistaken in all manner of 

important respects – but in another, perhaps more important, sense it rests on an 
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approach that is indeed incoherent. In this latter sense skepticism, at least in many of its 

more common forms, fails to understand the manner in which even our questioning of 

experience remains such that it can only be addressed from within the realm of 

experience itself. 

Transcendental inquiry operates always from within experience and by appeal to 

experience. It does not and cannot move to ground the fundamental principles or 

structures it uncovers independently of experience, knowledge or being-in-the-world. 

Neither is there any independent or presuppositionless starting point for such inquiry. In 

this respect, as I noted above, transcendental inquiry exhibits a ‘circularity’ identical to 

the circularity of interpretation. Just as interpretation always presupposes some 

‘prepositional’ starting point – the mere fact of having identified something as amenable 

to interpretation is already to have presupposed much about that object – so too is the 

interpretation which aims to bring to light the basic structures of experience, knowledge, 

or being-in-the-world always an interpretation which operates with respect to some 

preliminary understanding of things. Transcendental inquiry is thus no different from 

any other form of interpretative engagement. It does not aim to move from a 

presuppositionless beginning, but rather, from within the circle of our judgments and 

pre-judgments, to offer an integrated account of the particular realm in question and to 

establish the unity of that realm — just as any more mundane interpretive project 

attempts the same with respect to its own object, whether be it be a text, a set of visual 

images, an array of sounds, a set of movements or the realm of ordinary experience as 

such. What is at issue is precisely the structure of, for instance, experience, but this is not 
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conditional on the prior given-ness of experience, nor does it take experience to provide 

some neutral starting point for inquiry. 

The manner in which transcendental arguments proceed is always by showing the 

way in which the unity of a particular realm, whether characterized in terms of 

experience, knowledge, or some other notion, depends on the systematic inter-relation of 

the basic elements within it; elements which, in their own turn, are constituted through 

their interconnection with other elements. Thus Kant can say that transcendental ‘proofs’ 

aim to ground experience – and to ground it in certain basic principles – and yet the 

grounding is achieved only by appeal to experience. The process of providing grounds 

here is thus one that looks to a set of interconnected elements or principles as necessary 

for experience to be possible, while those elements are themselves grounded by reference 

to their combined role in the constitution of the overall unity of experience. Thus there is 

a relation of mutual support between the overall structure and its elements, and between 

the elements themselves insofar as any particular element or principle is grounded only 

by means of its relation to all of the others, that is, to the structure as a whole. The 

grounding that is thereby achieved is not a matter of relating one set of elements (‘that 

which is grounded’) to another set (‘that which grounds’) but of demonstrating the 

integrity, that is the ‘original unity,’ of a set of elements such that together they form a 

single structure.48
 

In so far as the transcendental project aims at exhibiting the integrity of that into 

which it inquires — experience or being-in-the-world — so the problem of demonstrating 

the possibility of experience comes to be one with the problem of demonstrating the unity 
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of experience. The possibility of experience, and of any particular experience, is itself seen 

to reside in the unitary character of experience. To provide an articulation of that unity is 

to provide a demonstration of the possibility of experience. Of course, if we cling to the 

idea that the transcendental project is concerned to ‘prove’ such unity and possibility, 

then this will appear incomprehensible. Only if we grasp the project as involving 

something like an ‘interpretation’ will it begin to make sense, for in interpretation it is 

precisely the integration of elements within a structure — whether within a text, a 

performance, an array of sounds or set of actions — that is at issue. Moreover, in so far as 

this integrity is indeed exhibited and articulated so too does the demonstration of unity 

and of possibility come together with a demonstration, in Kantian terms, of the origin of 

our right to the concepts we employ. That right is seen to derive precisely from the  

integral involvement of those concepts in the overall structure that both unifies and   

makes possible. 

In Heidegger this emphasis on the transcendental project as concerned with an 

articulation of the original unity of experience is connected directly with the idea of 

circularity of argument. In his 1935-36 lectures on Kant, published in English as What is a 

Thing?, Heidegger explicitly refers to Kant’s own recognition of circularity in his manner of 

proceeding.49 In relation to such circularity Heidegger comments: 

 
The unity of thought and intuition is itself the essence of experience. The proof [of the principles] consists in 

showing that the principles of pure understanding are possible through that which they themselves make 

possible, through the nature of experience. This is an obvious circle, and indeed a necessary one. The 

principles are proved by recourse to that whose arising they make possible, because these propositions are    
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to bring to light nothing else than this circularity itself; for this constitutes the essence of experience... 

Experience is in itself a circular happening through which what lies within the circle becomes exposed 

(eroffnet). This open (Offene). however, is nothing other than the between (Zwischen) — between us and the 

thing.50 

 
The circularity of the transcendental project is thus not accidental to it, nor does it 

represent a flaw in its manner of proceeding. Instead, the circularity of the transcendental 

is itself indicative of the fundamental unity of experience – in Heidegger’s account, the 

open – that is the primary focus for transcendental inquiry as such. The point is not to 

eliminate or cover over such circularity, but rather to bring it to light. 

Once we appreciate the identity of the task of establishing the possibility of 

experience with the task of establishing the unity of experience, we can begin to see why 

Kant might have been led to emphasise the centrality of transcendental subjectivity in 

understanding the nature and possibility of experience or of knowledge. The unity of 

experience, in which the ground for the possibility of experience also rests, is grounded in 

the transcendental unity of apperception. The requisite unity here can only be a unity that 

is in one sense ‘internal to’ experience (in the same sense as that in which understanding 

is always ‘internal to’ the circle of interpretations), rather than imposed on experience 

from without – it is a matter, as I have expressed it here, of the integrity of experience. If 

the unity of experience is indeed an ‘internal’ unity then it can only be given to experience 

by itself. In other words, the unity of experience, in which the possibility of experience 

rests, is a unity that consists in a certain self-reflexive integration. It is clear how we might 

easily be led, at this point, to a notion of self-constituting transcendental subjectivity as 
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the ‘ground’ for the unity of experience (and how too we might be led to misunderstand 

the exact nature of such a subjective grounding) – so whereas in Heidegger we may take 

the motif of circularity to refer us to the idea of the ‘open’ that lies between us and the 

thing, in Kant we may take it to refer us to the structure of subjectivity itself. 

Yet if we follow the line that leads via the transcendental to the idea of the unity of 

subjectivity, still we do not immediately (if at all) arrive at a conception of the subject as a 

simple, irreducible ground for experience that is independent of it. Kant does not rule out 

such a possibility, but within the framework of the transcendental project the unity that is 

at issue is not imposed onto experiential content by an independent subject – that would 

be contrary to the need to understand the unity of experience as integral to experience – 

instead the subject constitutes itself and experience in the same act (or activity) of 

unification. At this point the circularity of the transcendental project itself does indeed 

come to be embodied in the circularity of the self-constituting subject. And so one may 

well come to regard the transcendental as characterized precisely by its focus on such 

self-constitution – which is just the view to be found in Hintikka. The idea of self- 

constitution that is implicated here seems, moreover, to be an increasingly important 

element in Kant’s philosophy through the second and third Critiques (it is surely central to 

the notion of reflexivity and to the idea of the autonomy of reason) and into the Opus 

Postumum. and so is undoubtedly a significant element in Kant’s own understanding of   

his project. But in so far as the idea of the self-constituting subject is indeed important, so 

it also gives rise to questions about the very nature of the subjectivity that it invokes. Just 

what this self-constituting ‘transcendental’ subject might be remains a difficult if central 
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question of Kantian exegesis.51
 

 

 

V. Transcendental-ontological inquiry can indeed be seen as characterized by a certain 

‘circularity,’ but it is not the circularity of a petitio principii, so much as the circularity that 

may be found in any inquiry that aims, from within a particular domain, to arrive at an 

account of that domain in its entirety. The circularity here is not unlike the circularity of 

method that may characterize the task of the cartographer forced to map out a new region 

on the basis of nothing more than her own sense of location and orientation, building up a 

view of the region on the basis of repeated observations, triangulations and   comparisons 

from within the region itself.52
 

If the transcendental project is properly one that aims at mapping out a region or 

describing the structure of a particular realm, then it must be said that the region or realm 

in question is one with which we are all, in some sense, intimately acquainted. In the 

language of Being and Time, it the region of our own being-in-the-world that is at issue. In 

this respect the idea of circularity can also be taken to convey the way in which the 

transcendental-ontological project addresses itself precisely to that with which, in one 

sense at least, we should already be familiar.53 Indeed, in this respect, the transcendental- 

ontological project can be seen, in Heideggerian terms, as forcing upon us a recognition of 

the way in which our being-in-the-world is something into which we are already thrown: 

the world – or experience – is something in which we are already entangled. There is no 

possibility of ‘deducing’ or ‘proving’ such entanglement; but we can hope to understand 

the way in which we stand within it and the way in which such entanglement is 
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constitutive of what we ourselves are. (Hence any inquiry into this realm can only be 

transcendental in its approach.) In this respect transcendental-ontological inquiry is 

inquiry into that which is already ‘apparent’ (here again is an echo of Heidegger’s 

‘phenomenological’ understanding of ontology), and in which such inquiry is itself 

grounded. 

Heidegger comments in Being and Time that: “What common sense wishes to 

eliminate in avoiding the ‘circle’, on the supposition that it is measuring up to the loftiest 

rigor of scientific investigation, is nothing less than the basic structure of care”54 – that is, 

our being already ahead of ourselves in the world, engaged with the world. And insofar 

as philosophy tries to understand the world in terms of some presuppositionless ground 

– in terms only of what Heidegger calls the present-at-hand – so it seeks to understand the 

world in a way severed from such engagement. But it is precisely this structure of 

engagement – of care – that is at issue. It is this structure that is the basic concern of the 

transcendental project itself, and while it is a structure of engagement with which we 

are,in at least one sense, already familiar, it is also that which is most difficult to bring to 

light – a structure that we are always in danger of overlooking or forgetting. Thus, the 

transcendental project can itself be construed, not merely as a project concerned with the 

structure of care, but as a project concerned primarily to remember. As Heidegger writes: 

 
The finitude of Dasein — the understanding of Being — lies in forgetfulness. This [forgetfulness] is nothing 

accidental and temporary, but on the contrary is necessarily and constantly formed. All fundamental- 

ontological constructions which take aim at the unveiling of the inner possibility of the understanding of 

Being must, in projecting, wrest the forgetfulness away from what is apprehended in the projecting. The 
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basic fundamental-ontological act of the Metaphysics of Dasein as the laying of the ground for metaphysics  

is hence a “remembering again”.55 

 
Insofar as ontology, understood as a transcendental project, becomes an act of 

remembrance, so it does not aim to bring forth anything new, but to return us to what 

was, and is, already before us — to return us to the world that is the inevitable starting 

point for all our deliberations. 
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